


Instructions

If you think that the word on the space station is a real one,                               
then click on the Space Master. If you think the word is not real,                       

then click on the Space Villain.

You can move onto the next question by clicking on                                    
the green arrow once you have answered correctly. 

Have fun!

Space Master Space Villain



Real or fake word?

Space Master Space Villain

kite



next slide

Correct. It is a real word! Well done!



click to go back

Incorrect. It’s not a fake word!



Real or fake word?

Space Master Space Villain

drime



next slide

Correct. It is a fake word! Well done!



click to go back

Incorrect. It’s not a real word!



Real or fake word?

Space Master Space Villain

five



next slide

Correct. It is a real word! Well done!



click to go back

Incorrect. It’s not a fake word!



Real or fake word?

Space Master Space Villain

libe



next slide

Correct. It is a fake word! Well done!



click to go back

Incorrect. It’s not a real word!



Real or fake word?

Space Master Space Villain

inside



next slide

Correct. It is a real word! Well done!



click to go back

Incorrect. It’s not a fake word!



Real or fake word?

Space Master Space Villain

alone



next slide

Correct. It is a real word! Well done!



click to go back

Incorrect. It’s not a fake word!



Real or fake word?

Space Master Space Villain

trife



next slide

Correct. It is a fake word! Well done!



click to go back

Incorrect. It’s not a real word!



Real or fake word?

Space Master Space Villain

quobe



next slide

Correct. It is a fake word! Well done!



click to go back

Incorrect. It’s not a real word!



Real or fake word?

Space Master Space Villain

nephew



next slide

Correct. It is a real word! Well done!



click to go back

Incorrect. It’s not a fake word!



Real or fake word?

Space Master Space Villain

srone



next slide

Correct. It is a fake word! Well done!



click to go back

Incorrect. It’s not a real word!



Real or fake word?

Space Master Space Villain

kroge



next slide

Correct. It is a fake word! Well done!



click to go back

Incorrect. It’s not a real word!



Real or fake word?

Space Master Space Villain

tube



next slide

Correct. It is a real word! Well done!



click to go back

Incorrect. It’s not a fake word!



Real or fake word?

Space Master Space Villain

sphere



next slide

Correct. It is a real word! Well done!



click to go back

Incorrect. It’s not a fake word!



Real or fake word?

Space Master Space Villain

cone



next slide

Correct. It is a real word! Well done!



click to go back

Incorrect. It’s not a fake word!



Real or fake word?

Space Master Space Villain

dalpha



next slide

Correct. It is a fake word! Well done!



click to go back

Incorrect. It’s not a real word!



Real or fake word?

Space Master Space Villain

algume



next slide

Correct. It is a fake word! Well done!



click to go back

Incorrect. It’s not a real word!



Real or fake word?

Space Master Space Villain

thrute



next slide

Correct. It is a fake word! Well done!



click to go back

Incorrect. It’s not a real word!



Real or fake word?

Space Master Space Villain

phream



Correct. It is a fake word! Well done!



click to go back

Incorrect. It’s not a real word!




